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THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH
The future belongs to those
who prepare for it today.

Its purpose was to explore the future of the sport and how to build on the record
growth in the game following the 2015 Rugby World Cup.
Under the theme ‘The future of rugby’, the conference, building on the successes
of the first two events, gathered senior representatives from across the global
rugby sporting and business spectrum. It discussed the key topics, opportunities
and challenges of Rugby Union which is now played by a record 7.73 million men,
women and children across 121 nations.
One topic was “The image of the game: Respect for match officials in rugby –
a tradition worth maintaining? It was included in the conference agenda because evidence, both academic and anecdotal, indicated that respect for referees
among players, coaches and supporters was being eroded. This has caused problems for the recruitment and retention of match officials at all levels for years.
Traditionally, Rugby has set itself apart from other sports because of the way its
referees are treated. This attracted sponsorship from companies which cited respect as a reason they decided to support the game. A panel at this conference
considered whether this virtue of showing respect for match officials can be protected in the modern era and, if so, where the responsibility lies for securing it.
Following the Conference, the World Rugby Council met to consider what, if any,
of the experimental variations tested by several unions around the world should be
progressed for further examination globally.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Wednesday 30th November
Academy Coach Education
Cambridge RUFC
From 6.45 pm
December Monthly Meeting
at Shelford RUFC
Topic: The Guy Mulley Xmas
Quiz
Date yet to be decided
ELRA Level 2 course
available for booking
12th & 26th February 2017
@ Old Cantabrigians RUFC
See Page 4
Friday 7th April 2017
Annual Dinner
and Ladies Night
at Christ’s College
APPOINTMENTS
Please contact our
Appointments Manager
Thomas Northcote
by using this email address
cudrrsappoints@gmail.com
Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

In January 2017, any agreed global trials will start in the southern hemisphere and
in August 2017 in the north. The Laws Review Group in June 2018 are scheduled
to take a look at what the trials throw up and to make recommendations to the
Rugby Committee in October. Two years from now, the Council will, at a special
meeting, confirm which amendments, if any, are to be made to the Laws.
These two issues are of interest to CUDRRS and CONTACT will try to keep its
readers informed about developments. Those who have viewed the video of your
editor’s post award interview (now available on our website), will have noted the
answer given about the abuse of referees. It was that if such an incident occurs to
a CUDRRS official, the society will back them. No turning the other cheek or taking it on the chin, CUDRRS will face down the abuser or the club involved.
Zero tolerance is the society’s approach. Our message to clubs, their coaches and
their players is simple. Respect the match officials and we will continue happily to
appoint them to your games. Show disrespect and we won’t. It will be DIY.
Five years ago South African referees introduced a campaign 3 Cheers for the Ref.
They said “The man in the middle often gets it in the neck from the supporters of a
losing team. ‘We lost – the ref had a shocker!’ is an all-too-frequent refrain”.
One of the obstacles to recruitment they encountered was the negative attitudes
displayed by some coaches, officials and spectators.’ The intention of the campaign was to emphasise the sportsmanship aspect of the game. The hope was that
if the players showed appreciation of the referee, that respect would spread
throughout their club. Make friends with your referees. You need them.
CONTACT would be interested to learn whether CUDRRS referees are being
offered the traditional tunnel as they leave the field after No Side and get three
cheers and applause as they walk through it. It would be in players’ interest to do
this as they are likely to need help with understanding the law amendments that
are probably coming. Do you feel respected? Let’s hear from you.
EDITOR
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LAB REPORT
After each RWC tournament, the governing body of World Rugby undertakes a complete health-check of the way
the game is played globally and notes the trends. It wishes to ensure that the sport continues to develop at all levels around the world.
It authorises trials to be undertaken in various Rugby playing nations and for twelve years from 1996, CUDRRS
was involved extensively in testing over 50 variations in the RFU Cambridge University Laws Laboratory. Recent
trials have taken place in Wales, Australia and New Zealand. The Rugby World Council is to consider the results
and decide which, if any, of the variations are to be trialled globally next season.
CONTACT aims to keep its readers informed about what is going on experimentally in anticipation of possible
changes to the laws. We are fortunate to have a world travelled referee, Roger Drew, updating us on those experiments carried out in the Mitre 10 Competition in New Zealand, his home country.
His latest feedback includes comments by Rod Hill, Manager of NZRU High performance referees and Bryce Lawrence, a former NZ international referee.
These are the views about Laws 15 & 16 - Tackle and Ruck they have expressed in the NZ press.
The experimental variation to the tackle law meant
The 'gate' was gone. In fact, the ruck after a tackle was gone. It as termed “a breakdown”.
There was an offside line one metre behind the breakdown.
There was no longer a requirement for players to enter from behind the gate formed by the bodies of the
tackled player and the tackler.
Side entry offences were done away with, but a player entering the breakdown had to start from an onside
position.
In addition, the tackler no longer had the privilege of entering from 'any direction'. The tackler had to play
the ball from an onside position.
Rod Hill commented “Although World Rugby have often got it wrong, they can’t be accused of not attempting to at
least experiment with variations of the laws”. On the breakdown variation, he said “The laws radically changed the
definition of the breakdown and saw a ruck formed when a player from the attacking team supports the player on
the ground.
In addition, once the attacking player was in position, neither side were able to use their hands in
the ruck, whether they were on their feet or
not. This differed from the existing interpretation,
whereby a ruck is formed when at least one
player from the attacking and defending teams
engage over the tackled player.
The law variation resulted in far fewer turnovers
during the Mitre 10 Cup and players attempting to
fly hack the ball at ruck time as they were unable
to contest with their hands.
Consequently World Rugby have decided to
abandon the law trails, but remain loyal to the
concept of not allowing the tackler contest for possession in future.
Rod told the New Zealand Herald,"One of the key things is we’ve still got to have a contest and we quite haven’t
got that right. So if we can allow that first arriving player to have a dig for that ball then I think we might have got
the happy medium.
We are trying to have a game for all sizes and we still want that “fetcher”. The opportunity for them to come in and
get the ball should remain but having said that we went the players up off their feet. If you change the laws you can
get the players to stay up. It is not the tackler who makes the turnover, it is the first arriving player. If we can keep
that first arriving player in the game then we might have found that happy medium".
World Rugby’s next variation could therefore see the tackler being forced to withdraw immediately after the collision and retreat to the hindmost foot on his own side, before being allowed to re-engage with the breakdown.
The new tackle/breakdown laws trialled in the Mitre 10 Cup represented a significant change for players,
coaches and referees. Nine Provincial Unions played under the trial law in their club competitions but five
Unions (including Canterbury, Auckland and Wellington) did not, so their players were on a quick learning
programme in the cup competition. The professional referees coming off Super Rugby duty in July have
also had to adjust quickly to the new laws. Some first impressions are recorded on the next page.
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TRIAL VERDICT
Bryce Lawrence, the former New Zealand international referee commented in September 2016 on what he had
noticed so far in the Mitre 10 Cup
• A lot more height at breakdown;
• Teams counter rucking in wide channels (5m to touch line), when they make a dominant tackle and
when they tackle from a high kick/chase. In all these examples they feel they have more numbers and
more forward momentum so they then target a counter ruck;
• Very fast defensive line speed – the breakdown depth is shallow so defensive lines are flying up quickly
to shut down space;
• Referees having to adjust their position as some non-contested breakdowns still have an offside line
and super quick ball, so referees can’t get caught flat footed in channel 1 or 2;
• Referees needing to widen their view so they can judge midpoint of breakdown and offside lines; and
• Referees being very strong on players diving off feet onto bodies on ground.
Like the teams, referees are learning ‘on the job’ and week to week. At the end of the Mitre 10 Cup, NZR will conduct a full review of trial laws and then provide feedback to World Rugby. All teams will have input to this report
and the main ‘goals of the trials’ will be assessed, including asking whether the trials made the game:
• Safer for players;
• Easier to understand for spectators;
• Easier to referee; and
• has more space been created on the field by getting more players involved in break
down area?
Speaking to the Otago Daily Times in October, Rod Hill said World Rugby had decided to get rid of the trial laws as
they went too far. The ''fetcher'' at the breakdown should be allowed back into the game and there will be more of
a breakdown contest. He added that World Rugby intended to use these new amended breakdown laws in
domestic competitions around the world over the next year. If the trial was successful, new laws would be introduced in 2018.
Law changes being contemplated to make the game more free flowing and to keep the ball alive. Whilst the points
listed above for assessing whether the variations are “fit for purpose” include two used in the Cambridge Laws
Laboratory, they do not include a third. That was that any change should make the game more enjoyable for players. Let’s hope World Rugby remembers grassroots rugby when deciding its verdict on these latest experiments.

WHATS THE POINT?
You may well ask. Why tinker about with Law 9.A.1 at all? At the beginning of last season, the Welsh Rugby Union
agreed to trail an alternative scoring system which saw teams awarded six points for a try and the value of penalties and drop goals reduced to two.
At the end of the season, the headline read Welsh Rugby’s six-point try to be scrapped after year long trial.
World Rugby's six-point try experiment in Wales' Premiership had not been a success. The idea was to encourage
more attacking, running rugby and less kicking at goal. That did not happen. With the increased value for scoring a
try, it resulted in teams kicking for the corner a lot more and going for line-out drive tries. This slowed the game
down and wasn't really the intended outcome of the trial. Although an increased number of tries were scored, the
experiment was ended and the normal points scoring system has been resumed.
In 1997, the Cambridge University Laws Laboratory, also experimented with variations to points values.
An eight-point penalty was introduced. The rationale was that the professional game had just come in and players
and coaches were now thinking about the game 24/7. This led to them coming up with ways of using and abusing
the laws. In the red zones, defenders were happy to give away a penalty rather than risk a five-point try being
scored against them.
The intention of the Cambridge variation was good. It was hoped that the bigger difference between the five points
for a try and eight for a penalty would be a deterrent to cynical offending. With the higher skill level of today’s place
kickers, more penalty goals were scored from penalties given outside the red zone. The match scores were distorted unreasonably. The try should be the primary aim of teams. This variation was a threat to running rugby in
that teams played for penalties as they brought greater reward.
Another proposed change to points values was tried and rejected. It concerned the differential conversion - which
earned one point from a kick in front of the posts, two further out on the 15m line and three from the 5m line. This
resulted in defenders not chasing the would–be scorer, hoping they would touch down between the goal posts for a
one point conversion.
The game was speeded up as conversions were taken quickly but for Community rugby it was considered that
standing behind the posts was sometimes regarded as a valued rest period by the defending team.
At the end of the day, the players will decide how they wish to play the game and tinkering with the values of
scores may prove to be pointless. What do CONTACT’s readers feel about this?
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LADIES CHOICE
Our male members are encouraged to say Thank You to their ladies by escorting them to CUDRRS’ Annual Dinners. This is one way of showing they appreciate their ladies tolerance of their absence each Saturday, and often
on other days too, when they leave home to officiate at a Rugby match somewhere. (See also Page 9)
Some male chauvinist referees may argue that their absence makes the love they have for their partners grow
stronger. Others may wish to craftily suggest to their ladies that they might like to consider this choice of action
when they do not have a refereeing appointment. The notice board spells out what it is.
Ladies,
Are you worried about what you might do with your man when he does not
have a refereeing appointment. Probably, he will only be a pain whilst he is
with you, moaning about having to push your shopping trolley around the
supermarket aisles.
CONTACT has an answer for you which will calm the tension.
Find out whether there is any local pub that offers this swanlike service.
It does come at a cost though and you may not wish to take it out of your
household budget.
Freedom has its price and most CUDRRS men are reasonable and pragmatic. Given a chance they would prefer to be with their pals sharing a pie
and a pint rather than to go shopping. They would gladly pay for their liberty
and buy their own beer. Your housekeeping money will be safe.
So Ladies, before they start singing (wailing) this gospel song
God said, Set my people free and let them go.
Into the promised land let the oppressed go free.
Go forth and see if you can find a pub with a husband crèche like this one.

ALL HANDS ON DECK
Captain Evans makes this call from the bridge of the good ship CUDDRS. Outside the Navy, it is a call used to indicate that the involvement of all members of a team is required. This one is directed to our SMACs and our referees urging them to speak to clubs and individuals and advertise the ELRA course scheduled to take place on
Sundays, 12th and 26th February at Cantabrigians RUFC.
Our Society has been pressing for a course to be run in Cambridge. Now we have one, we must avoid it being
cancelled due to lack of take up. That would be an embarrassment to ourselves and a lost opportunity to recruit
and train the referees we need. When we have enough, our Captain will order “Splice the mainbrace”
So shipmates, sail into the task with enthusiasm and given fair wind we will add to our crew and secure the number
of hands desperately required for the future of our local rugby. Remember Dave Howell’s ROR campaign, Recruit
One Referee, and persuade at least one person to sign up for this course that we have helped to set up.

HARD GOING
The University’s First team found it tough in the early part of this season. The students faced opponents bigger, stronger and faster than themselves. Eddies and
Hughes Hall don't have the experienced rugby playing post-grads to supply the
team any more. Blues players are mostly undergrads these days, aged 19 to 21.
They lack bulk up front and are starved of possession. But what they don’t lack
though is guts and stamina. Their tackling keeps them in the contests and the
margin of defeats suffered so far this term has not dampened their resolve.
Thanks to snapper Roy Phillips, we have this photo of the CUDRRS two who supported RFU referee, Ryan Smith in the Blues match against Northampton Wanderers. The Wanderers won 61—7 and scored nine tries to one. The ten AR races
from behind the posts to the half way line tested their fitness levels. The last one
was a photo finish and CONTACT awaits Judge Phillips’ film to be developed.
Oxford are almost in the same boat which should make for an unusual Boat Race.
They only lost to Northampton by 50 points. University Rugby is not what it was
but CUDRRS will keep on supporting it. It’s the Cambridge Community.

Rachel Wade & Jon Evans

A live Facebook group is now ready to use. If you are a Facebook member, have a
search for CUDRRS and you should be able to join the group.
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TOO MANY COOKS
Once upon a time, the Laws handbook was produced by the RFU. Under each law printed in black, there was guidance in blue on how they were to be enforced. Sanctions were printed in red. This was definitive and was all the
referee needed.
How things have changed. Like modern life, things have become very complicated and refereeing rugby to the
laws of the game is no exception. Take for example the latest instruction on how to referee the collapsed scrum.
Mike Bragg reflects. “When I first joined CUDDRS, in 1973, we spent nearly every training meeting poring over our
Law Books. Woe betide any member who forgot to bring their book. These days, those of us who bring our Law
Books keep them in our pockets and only study them occasionally.
Part of the reason is that the Law Book is no longer a complete Bible. Now, in addition to the Law Book, the Law
seems to be made by miscellaneous instructions from IRB or RFU, by coaches, the media or simply common practise. So there is a lack of certainty which is nowhere more apparent than in the way we are told to deal with collapsed scrums.
It is now 11 years since the tragic injury to Matt Hampson, a Leicester prop who became a tetraplegic following a
collapsed scrum– full details are on the web including the Matt Hampson Foundation – a worthwhile charity if ever
there was one.
Such was the subsequent concern that we referees were told by the RFU to do everything in our power to stop
scrums collapsing and, if they did collapse, to blow the whistle immediately, even if the ball was emerging.
Since then significant improvements have been made to the Law with regard to the engage process, the application of which has greatly reduced the incidence of injury during the initial phase of a scrum.
But the problem comes after the “Engage” call and referees have, presumably to encourage continuity, become
progressively more reluctant to stop a game for a collapsed scrum if the ball has become available.
Professional players have been coached in collapsing scrums with bluff and double bluff going on, especially near
the goal line. In the recent 2nd Test in Australia, the commentator reported in the eighteenth minute “England scrum
on halfway, front row collapses but the referee (Joubert) waves play on”.
In each of the five video clips shown by Mike Tutty at a CUDRRS monthly meeting, the referee in a Level 4 game
played on after the collapse. After one 6 Nations game with many collapses, media concern was about loss of playing time – not the risk of injury to players or the example set to the rugby community as a whole.
At lower levels, collapses are much less frequent – one of our referees has had no more than 10 collapses in a
whole season – and I have watched several games with no collapses - but collapses are potentially more serious in
that the players are not as fit or strong or well trained as the professionals, and front rows may be unbalanced so
injury is more likely.
It is presumably due to the perceived risk that players at lower levels are increasingly reluctant to play in the front
row – it was reported at the recent AGM that only 30 of the 72 Cambridge College games last season were played
with 15 a side and contested scrums. There were several club games played with uncontested scrums. Rugby Lite
is clearly becoming a more popular option.
But back to the Law Book:
Law 8.3(d) which stated that a referee should not play Advantage if a scrum collapses has been deleted for 2016.
The NZ list says “To bring in line with common practice”.
Law 20.3(h) is still there “If a scrum collapses the referee must blow the whistle immediately so that players stop
pushing “ The video clip in the IRB Laws app shows the referee, Nigel Owen I think, stopping the game immediately in an All Blacks v Argentine game. The question also arises is what the referee should do if there is still a collapse after the players have stopped pushing.
Law 10.4 (k) is also still there “Players must not intentionally collapse a scrum, ruck or maul”.
But it ain’t necessarily so!
RFU has just issued a Powerpoint presentation on the 2016 Law changes that we will doubtless discuss at a Society meeting. Having stated the above Law changes, the Powerpoint slide then says, in bold, “Advantage must
not be played if there is a risk to player safety”.
And as all collapses pose a risk to player safety, why does the World Rugby 2016 Law Book not say this rather
than weakening its stance by the deletion of Law 8.3(d)? Also as Advantage takes precedence over most other
laws does this include Law 20? The slide also says that the deletion of Law 8.3(d) “Does not remove the referee’s
responsibility for player safety”. No mention of clubs, coaches or the players themselves. So what should we do?
First, I suggest that in the engage process we make sure that all is in order before authorising the scrum half to
throw in the ball (shoulders, bind, body positions etc) and, if not, deal with it there and then.
Continued
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TOO MANY COOKS (continued)

Mike Bragg

In 1999, I watched a Belgian Referee, John Meersman, in a Loughborough Colleges game. He spotted a dipped
shoulder by a prop so penalised him immediately. The player protested “But I haven’t pulled it down yet!” Well
Q.E.D.
And I suggest that in our games, irrespective of the Law change, we blow the whistle immediately in the event of a
collapse, like Nigel Owen - just in case.
At higher levels it is a dilemma for one wants to conform to common practice and it is unwise to embark on a lone
crusade. But the RFU is saying that we as referees are responsible for safety – no mention of level. Remember
that, in 1992, in the assault case against Gary Rees, the Nottingham and England player, it was stated in court,
and not contested, that “The Law of our country does not stop at the Rugby touchline.”
So would you fancy pleading in court “Well M’lud,I didn’t know whether anyone was injured but I played on for the
sake of continuity”?
To close on a happy note, one referee I know had his own personal solution to the problem. If a scrum collapsed
he ordered the 6 front row members to double round the furthest posts. He awarded the scrum to the first man
back. All were greatly amused - except for the front row players. The referee claimed that this ruse solved the problem completely, not only for that game but for future games, as word quickly got around!
Recently, Wayne Barnes, faced with repeated front
row collapses decided to use another form of action
taking advantage of Law 3.5(b) sized squads. The
match was the Premiership clash between Newcastle
Falcons and Bristol on 8th October.
After warning two props that unless they stayed up
after engagement he said he would send them off to
be replaced by two who would. They did not take
heed and Messrs Cortes and Rogers got the yellow
card treatment in the 76th minute.
Not aware of how long the problem had been going
on, CONTACT makes no comment on the timing of
Wayne’s action. However, it emphasises that the referee has tools to use when players are deaf to calls to play
according to the Laws of the Game not the laws of the jungle.
Following the new guidance, Wayne polices a
collapsed scrum that has almost turned 90°.
Wales has retained the ball. Presumably it is
readily available to play and Wales are being
given a chance to use it.
There is no risk to player safety and if continuity
can be achieved without resetting the scrum as
no offence has been committed, that’s what he
has to do.
Spectators rule OK

SHARED GOALS
Rugby would be so much better to play if referees and coaches shared the same goals. CUDRRS objective is to
allow players to enjoy themselves within the Laws and the spirit of them. Some coaches seem to want to work outside the laws as winning is all. Dialogue between the two interests can help to achieve common aims. An opportunity to talk over a drink is at hand on Wednesday, 30th November at 6.45pm.
Steve Johnson has drawn CONTACT ’s attention to an event that is intended to promote such understanding. It is
being held at the Cambridge Rugby Club and is organised by Northampton Saints. See the poster on Page 8.
“The purpose of this particular session is to bring coaches and referees together to create greater awareness and
harmony between the two groups", says Steve. He added “The evening promises to be quite feisty, as in the previous session (on line out play), the comment "referees will spot ...., and they probably won't spot...." was heard
(and disputed by me). The Saints staff would really appreciate a big CUDRRS turnout (led on by yours truly's enthusiasm), so don't let me down people”!
Go along and make sure that the views expressed remember that the Community Game is more important
than the Professional Game. The former does not need the latter but the latter would not exist without the
former. The whistle at the top must be blown with the grassroots in mind. Better Rugby deserves that.
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GET OUT THE WAY, REF
Have you been used as a shield by the attacking side to avoid them being tackled? Or have the defenders complained that you obstructed them and prevented them making a tackle?
If the answer is “Yes” to either question, then you should review
your positioning. Referees need to be in the right place and that
varies throughout the changing phases of a match.
Coaches and experienced players watch where you stand and
move and see how they can take advantage of it.
In the Sale v Toulon European Cup match refereed, by Welshman
Ben Whitehouse, son of former international Nigel, the TV commentators remarked on his positioning at the breakdown.
He had taken up the “jockey” position behind a tackle on the ball
winning side. They said it was an excellent selection as he was
out of the way of the attackers running off it and not available to
be used by them as protective screen.
There are several web sites that offer information and advice on positioning, World Rugby and New Zealand Referees for example. Youtube provides helpful videos as well. A Powerpoint presentation on the Auckland Rugby
Referees Association website can be downloaded for study. It is found under the Referees Education section and
entitled Positioning – The good & the bad revealed.
To spark your interest, CONTACT gives you a flavour of what is on offer. Amongst many things it says
The art to effective positioning is being able to read play to determine:
Where are we on the field? Is there going to be a contest over the ball? Where is play likely to go next?
Referees need to be able to understand the ADVANTAGES and DISADVANTAGES of each of the 3 basic positioning options. That will help them transition smoothly between all of these positions and achieve their aims of:
See the ball/contest (On entry) Not be in the way of play Be able to move easily to the next position (Exit)
In considering the options available at the breakdown, the Auckland presentation identifies these choices for managing the Breakdown.
1. FLAT ATTACK
In line with hindmost foot of attackers
Facing the defenders offside line
2, JOCKEY
1-2m behind the breakdown
3, DEFENSIVE LINE Between defenders on the offside line Facing attackers coming towards you
FLAT ATTACK
ADVANTAGES
FLAT ATTACK
DISADVANTAGES

Easy to see/manage the contest for the ball
Can scan and manage the offside line in front of you
Flat and wide means not in the way of ball clearance
If wide ball it is easy to turn on the spot and follow ball in-line
Difficult to exit if you end up too close or deep
Can get in the way of runners off 9 or 10
Have to decide whether to run under or over the tackle when play goes the
opposite way
Hard to see what is going on at far side of the tackle

JOCKEY
ADVANTAGES

Easy to see/manage the contest for the ball
Not in the way = go-to position if feeling uncomfortable
Can manage offsides close to breakdown on both sides
Easy to get ball in-line when the ball is released
Good for transitioning on same way attack

JOCKEY
DISADVANTAGES

Can be left behind on a pick ‘n’ go or a line break
Can become too ball focussed and miss infringements
Can be caught out by inside ball when following play
Lose perspective of offside lines if too deep in jockey

DEFENSIVE LINES
ADVANTAGES

Not in the way of ball clearance
Can see players running towards you off 9 and 10 and stay out of their way
Good position when there is no contest and quick ball
Ideal position close to goal line to see try scored
Difficult to see the ball and manage a contest
Can end up well ahead of the ball and front running
Need to work hard to get ball in-line after it is released
Have to decide whether to run under or over the tackle when play goes the opposite way

DEFENSIVE LINES
DISADVANTAGES

Hopefully, this has whetted our readers’ appetites to visit the site themselves and find out more. At least, this article should get
CUDRRS referees reviewing their positioning and seeing how they might become achieve better rugby by their better refereeing
through well thought out positioning. Start surfing.
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READING INTENT
It’s a high tackle. Was it intentional? Was it vicious or simply an accident? What’s the right action to take?
At our October meeting, we attempted to see whether we could agree on a process of evaluation that referees
should follow in order to reach a proper judgment about the action to take. Yellow card or red?
The meeting concluded that there are no black and white rules for use of cards for foul play. The art of refereeing is
to know when to issue a yellow or a red card, that art being developed through training, practice and experience.
The issue was raised whether referees should consider the degree of intent of the offender in committing the foul
or rely just on what they saw. Is it right to take intent into account? Calum Worsley, seen here refereeing at Saffron
Walden, makes out the case for doing so.
Our little book of Laws gives us wide discretion at times to adjudicate and punish what we see. Our challenge is to utilise that both
for the good of the game in front of us and for the good of the
game as a whole.
This piece will consider our use of discretion in the case of foul
play. These two aspects of the challenge sometimes conflict, as
we balance proportionality within the context of the game against
the need to stamp certain actions out of the game.
When confronted with foul play, as we discussed at the October
meeting, a strong response is needed to show you are in control
of the game. When deciding sanctions, it is tempting to avoid making a judgement and trust to a list we have worked out beforehand: if it starts like this and ends like that, then it’s a yellow card.
The RFU helps us out in some cases, very clearly in the case of the tip tackle but less clearly in the case of collisions in the air. At the October meeting, we tried to do the same for the high tackle attempting to simplify our job by
taking intent or the context of the game out of our decision.
As referees, we judge intent all the time, sometimes directly (accidental offside or deliberate knock on) and sometimes indirectly (illegally slowing the ball or trapped there by an unceremonious clear out).
The law book contains numerous instances of "accidentally" and "intentionally" and clearly intends for us to be the
judge of them.
To refuse to be the judge of intent in the case of foul play seems to be a cop out, and creates decisions that sometimes look odd. Take for instance, the University game where a ball-carrier was lifted up, inverted a full 180 degrees, returned to the upright position, then tackled conventionally. The referee, expected to follow RFU guidelines
which prescribe sanction based on what part of the body hits the ground first, then found them redundant and so
decided not to penalise what was evidently dangerous play.
In a similar way there is a clear and valid distinction between a high tackle with malice aforethought, and one with
both players off-balance, even though the anatomical contact between arm and head may be no different.
Finally, I would caution against preparing too clear a picture of what is and isn't a yellow or red card in a whole list
of situations. Stay cool, analyse the situation and manage with confidence.
Editors comments
In justifying the refereeing of intent, Calum underlines Law 6 A 4 The referee is the sole judge of fact and of Law
during the match. The referee must apply fairly all the Laws of the Game in every match.
In applying Law 10.1 on Obstruction, Law 10.2 on Unfair Play and Law 10.4 (m) on Acts contrary to good sportsmanship, match officials need to read the intent behind players’ actions and decide what is good or bad about behaviour. Objective not subjective assessment is required. The former is not influenced by emotions, opinions or
personal feelings - it is based on fact, clear evidence. A subjective perspective is open to greater interpretation
based on personal feelings, likes and dislikes, emotion and assumptions. Behaviour and motive are different and
we would all be wiser referees if we seek to understand both before making our final evaluation and judgment in
these situations we face on the pitch. Think ahead of what you should do. Be prepared but astute too.
Getting it right has become more critical following World Rugby’s latest effort to eliminate dangerous or reckless
contact with players’ heads. It issued a reminder to elite referees ahead of the November internationals instructing
them to be especially vigilant in this area. They have been told to be strict when it comes to tackles, charges,
strikes or kicks that make contact above the shoulder line and to favour firm sanctions for offenders, up to and including red cards for severe examples.
World Rugby has also reminded all unions and referee societies at every level of rugby to take note and strictly
enforce current law in this important area.
We chose an appropriate topic for our October meeting it seems.
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EASIER SAID THAN DONE
Chris Jones, BBC Radio 5 live rugby reporter, commenting on World Rugby’s latest attempt to protect player safety
said
“While any measures to protect player safety are to be welcomed, cracking down on high tackles will be easier said
than done. Since turning professional 20 years ago, rugby union has become more and more about winning the
"battle of the gain-line". Therefore, simply tackling an opponent to ground is no longer the aim, rather a "dominant"
tackle that sends the ball carrier backwards. Today, players are coached to hit above the waist, or to tackle in
pairs - and the dangers associated with this are manifest.”
World Rugby Match Officials Selection Committee Chairman Anthony Buchanan said: “World Rugby’s number-one
priority is player welfare and the laws of the game clearly state that the necks and heads of players are sacrosanct.
When it comes to foul play, the game is cleaner now than ever before but, as referees, we must constantly be alert
to head-high hits. By taking this strong approach, we are saying to players that tackling an opponent above the
shoulder line will not go unpunished.
“In addition, while striking or kicking an opponent is never acceptable, it is a more serious offence when it involves
contact with the head or neck. Even ball-carriers must be careful that they fend off tacklers legally and do not strike
opponents with forearms or elbows.
In its instructions to match officials, the governing body has cited a number of examples of dangerous play to look
out for. Rowan Kitt explained this to those who attended the November meeting. A report follows.

FROM THE TOP
We are fortunate in CUDRRS to be kept informed about developments in the game because we have members
who are close to the top. One such is Rowan Kitt who, fresh back from Chicago, told the November meeting about
his latest TMO appointment to the Ireland v New Zealand match. Ireland recorded a historic first-ever victory over
the All Blacks, winning 40—29 at Soldier Field. This match was organised as part of “The Rugby Weekend” to promote rugby in the USA – and it proved a perfect showcase for the sport. Rowan revealed the part he played in it.
A thoroughly enthralling discussion with Rowan ensued He gave those members who attended, again too few to
do justice to the topic, a feeling of the pressure on the TMO for this prestigious game. The meeting got an insight
into the preparation that the team of four go through before the game. The preparation takes account of the difficulties of different camera angles, the technology employed and the need for close co-operation with TV directors.
Rowan stressed the need for quick decision making and the use of clear and concise language between the officials on the biggest of stages to avoid misunderstanding.
Rowan attended a World Rugby seminar at the beginning of November and he stressed two areas of play that are
major issues for the administrators of rugby.
The first was ....protection of the head. This required the elimination of any dangerous or reckless contact with
players heads, from high tackles, charging with no arms, leading with elbows, striking and kicking towards the head
area. The sanction of red or yellow card should always be considered first. We discussed with the help of video the
various levels of offences.
World Rugby are clear that as far as contact with the head is concerned, it is not about the intent of the offending
player, more the net result of the action, Players run the risk of dismissal if they carry out any offence around the

head.
The second was a subject CUDRRS have discussed often before - the values of the game. World Rugby are reiterating the imposing of sanctions on players who plead to the referee to take action, use foul language or criticise
officials’ decisions. They view referees as guardians of the game, a role CUDRRS regards as axiomatic.
These two issues are going to be disseminated to all levels of the game eventually. It was good that CUDRRS got
the information early. Thanks then to Rowan and apologies to him that the audience on 8th November was so
small in stark contrast to the millions around the world that heard him on the 5th when Ireland put a firework up All
Blacks. Sorry Mike Arbuckle and Roger Drew. I bet you Kiwis can’t wait to get your hands on England .

BLACK FRIDAY DEAL
Best Black Friday deals UK 2016 at Amazon, Tesco, Argos and more.
One of the more is CUDRRS which keeps open its special rate of £40 per ticket until the end of December.
From 1st January, tickets for the Annual Dinner and Ladies Night will be £50 each.
Remember the purpose, date and venue of this celebrated event which is to say thank you to our other
halves, on Friday 7th April 2017 at Christ’s College, Cambridge. Shop early before Christmas for a Lenten
feast. Menu details to follow before Article 50 is triggered, we hope. CONTACT is apolitical, honest.
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MESSAGES FROM MANAGEMENT
1.

We would like as many members as possible to register for and attend the session at Cambridge Rugby
Club on Wednesday, 30th December .The flyer is on the last page of this issue and on the website.

2.

New Society kit bags are now in stock and can be purchased at the discounted price of £20 – orders to Paul
Wilson for collection at December meeting. Date will be announced later.

3.

Will match official readers please study and implement the latest directives on high tackles? They have been
posted on the website and have been mentioned in some of the articles on previous pages.

4.

Members are asked to complete the England Rugby National Survey to help RFU determine attitudes and
motivations towards rugby. Free entry into prize draw on completing the survey (closes 4th December).
http://www.telluswhatyouthink-2c.com/s/englandrugbynationalsurvey/

5.

Remind members that they should be up to date with current thinking relating to Concussion by watching
the CUDRRS seminar video (on the website) or using the world rugby online learning resources at
http://playerwelfare.worldrugby.org/concussion

6.

Match officials are reminded that they should wear CUDRRS kit for all their official appointments. This is
particularly important for school games where referees should also ensure that they have the name of a
school member of staff as contact to report to on arrival.

7.

MESSAGE FROM STEVE GRAINGER, RFU RUGBY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
Some of you may be aware of a new headgear product called N-Pro which has
just launched and has received some media coverage.
We have been advised that the head guard currently does not meet World Rugby
specifications and is being evaluated by the developers. Until this process is
complete, World Rugby has requested that the headgear is not worn in any
rugby match and this information is communicated to any players who may wish
to wear the product.

Editor’s comment
Its founders say the £135 headguard is available in five different sizes, was tested in
labs and a pre-clinical environment before it was tested on humans. Data from drop
tests show that the N-Pro had a lower force of impact than two competitors. Seems
that Rugby is becoming a money making machine for business as well as professional
players. Maybe the jock strap is next in line for profitable development.
Remember these? Not an item fit for Kit Aid though

8.

Management Group has looked ahead and is forecasting a severely cold winter. Players may wish to wrap
up, so match officials are asked ro revise Law 4. Remember that full length tights and leggings are not allowed for adult male rugby. Special dispensation may be given to younger youth teams in the event of bad
weather conditions e.g. extreme cold. Women can wear cotton blend long tights, with single inside leg seam
under their shorts & socks. Hardy referees are expected to brave the elements and bare their limbs.

WORLD RUGBY CONFERENCE 2016
If the editorial this month has stimulated your interest in our sport’s affairs, then go to the World Rugby website.
http://www.worldrugby.org/confex. There you will find short reports on the Plenary sessions held over two days.
I would direct you to the views expressed on the first day about Community Rugby.
Plenary 2 on the second day is of particular interest to our readers It was entitled Image of the game: Respect for
match officials in rugby – a tradition worth maintaining.
Also read http://www.worldrugby.org/news/203177. There Bill Beaumont underlines World Rugby’s vision for
growth and development in its revised strategic plan. As this will have some influence on your future participation
in Rugby, CONTACT alerts its readers to the direction in which the game is being taken. Better Rugby for you?
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LATE NEWS FLASH
Grading supremo, Charles Osbourn, has announced that Ben Coady has completed his probationary training and
has been graded to Level 12. Congratulations Ben. Enjoy your time with CUDRRS and start climbing the ladder.

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
Readers are asked to share this newsletter with non members who might be interested in knowing more about our

